Unwritten:
From Blank Page
to Published
Author
Module One

Welcome to the first module in "Unwritten:
From Blank Page to Published Author". This
module is designed to walk you through
each of the elements you need to
understand before you lift a finger to draft
the first word of your manuscript. Simply
put, this module answers the question
"where do I start?".
Are you excited? Let's get started!
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The Invisible Barrier
The invisible barrier covers several topics:
your belief system, your excuses, and selfsabotage. The first step is to believe that
you have what it takes to become an author.
Stop questioning if you know enough, if
you're good enough, or if anyone wants to
hear what you have to say. Those negative
thoughts prevent you from taking the
necessary steps to walk into your destiny.
Break free from those unwanted selfsabotaging beliefs with the activity on the
next page. Your destiny awaits!
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Write each one of your excuses on a
separate index card or small piece of
paper. Some examples are given below.
One by one, rip that paper up. Put it in the
trash as an act of elimination. Now you're
ready to move on.

Fear of
Failure

Fear of
Success

Not
enough time

Lack of
support
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Brainstorming: Keep Track
of Your Writing Ideas
Brainstorming allows you to tap into all of
your knowledge, experiences, and potential
audiences. This exercise can be used to
provide a list of topics and target audiences
for your future as an author and/or speaker.
Once you have completed this exercise, you
are encouraged to select the software
program or app that works best for you to
store your list of writing ideas. This becomes
a handy tool to refer to for your next book
project.
Once you're done with this, select the one
topic where each circle intersects. This is
the best writing idea with which to start.
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Think about the topics that you are
knowledgeable about. What are they?
What specific skills do you have? Jot
these down under "Knowledge/Skills".
How can those skills benefit someone
else? In what ways? Who are the
audiences that would benefit most?
Have you thought of all of their major
concerns? Write these under
"Audiences/Groups".
What are your personal experiences?
You did not go through those things just
for you. What did you learn from it? Can
you use this to help someone else? This
becomes the basis for "Experiences".
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Brainstorming

Knowledge/Skills

Experiences

Audiences/Groups

Add your information to each
appropriate circle.
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Using a Mind Map to
Jump Start Your Writing
A mind map is another tool for writers,
which can actually prevent writers block.
A mind map is the precursor to the
outline, in that it provides the specific
elements needed. It allows you to
document the items to cover under each
heading and subheading for a completed
manuscript.
On the following page, a template for your
mind map is given. This should be
completed for each new book project.
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Using your selected writing idea from
the brainstorming exercise, begin to
list the main topics you'd like to cover.
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Outlining Basics
From the information that you inserted into
your mind map your selected writing idea,
you can create your outline. The outline will
use the main topics and subtopics to become
your headings and subheadings.
I. Introduction to the Main Concept
II. Major Idea Connected to the
Main Concept
A. Subtopic or Point
B. Next Subtopic or Point
C. Final Subtopic or Point
III. Conclusion of Main Concept
Continue the pattern from "II" above until all
of your subtopics have been added.
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Dedicated Writing Time
Being a writer means having commitment and
dedication. A part of the dedication needed is
a dedicated writing time.
This should be a standing appointment on
your schedule. Whether its fifteen minutes in
the morning and fifteen minutes in the
evening five days a week, or 30 minutes each
day, you need to decide how much time you
will dedicate to getting your story written.
Focus on the amount of time, and not the
number of words written.
Minimize distractions in your writing
environment in order to be most productive!
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Accountability
What does it mean to be accountable?
According to Merriam-Webster dictionary,
being accountable means subject to giving an
account. In other words, find someone to
whom you justify your actions or decisions.
This could be a coach, or a fellow author, to
share your goals, your benchmarks, and target
deadlines to make sure you're making
adequate progress.
Too often, people fear accountability; however,
if you really want to accomplish the goal of
completing your manuscript and becoming a
published author, it is the best investment that
you'll make!
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Damage Control
You're probably wondering, what on earth is
meant by damage control?
Damage control is something that authors have
to be aware of before they get started writing. It
refers to the permissions needed and the items
that you can and/or cannot use in your
manuscript. The author is responsible for
gaining the necessary permissions.
You need written authorization to reproduce any
material that you did not create yourself,
including:
- photos/artwork/illustrations
- quotations
- song lyrics
- figures/tables
- screenshots/social media
- logos/trademarks
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Congratulations! You've completed Module
One of "Unwritten: From Blank Page to
Published Author". If you found this module
has prepared you to get started writing, let
us know. Submit a review to
info@clairealdin.com or visit our social
media pages @clairealdin and leave a
comment.

Now you're ready for
Module Two!
Module Two will cover "Filling The Blank
Page: What's Next?" If you would like to order
this module, please visit
www.clairealdin.com. Happy Writing!
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